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Making Sense of Spiritual Intelligence



Dual process models of cognition

● Two types of processes, roughly: 
– Type 1: fast, 

intuitive, automatic, unconscious
– Type 2: slow,

analytic, deliberate, conscious; 
involves working memory, 
“intelligent”



Example 1
● What do you see here?



Example 1 cont.
●

The so-called "Fraser spiral"  ...    consists of circles !



Example 2

● What is your intuitive answer? 
● Increased?
● Remained more or less the same?
● Decreased?



Example 2: typical opinion



Example 2: What really happened



Cognition: dual process models

● Type 1 processing often goes badly wrong 



Nevertheless ...

● More than two types?
– e.g., Keith Stanovich: 3 types of cognition: 

type 2 -> 2 subtypes (algorithmic, meta-cognitive)

● Smart unconscious?
– e.g., Milton Erikson, Eugen Gendlin, ...
– type 1 -> different types of intuitive processing?



PSI: a theory with 4 = 2x2 types

sequential processing, conscious parallel processing, unconscious

“high level” Keeping goals in mind that 
currently can not be enacted: 
Intension Memory (IM)

Extensive memory of life 
experiences (“self”): 
Extension Memory (EM)

“elementary” Conscious processing of details 
(for context-independent 
recognition of dangerous objects): 
Object Recognition (OR) 

Unconscious cognition for guiding 
behaviour: Grasping, Walking, etc.
cp. blindsight 
Intuitive Behaviour Control (IBC) 



PSI

● Personality Systems Interaction theory
– grew out of study of volition

● Kuhl, J. & Beckmann, J. (Eds.) Volition and personality: 
action versus state orientation. Hogrefe & Huber Publ.

– main references: 
● Kuhl, J. (2001). Motivation und Persönlichkeit : Interaktionen 

psychischer Systeme. Göttingen: Hogrefe.
● Baumann, N.; Kazén, M.; Quirin, M. & Koole, S. L. (Eds.) 

(2018). Why people do the things they do : building on Julius 
Kuhl's contributions to the psychology of motivation and 
volition. Boston, Göttingen : Hogrefe.



PSI: cognitive systems interactions

sequential processing, conscious parallel processing, unconscious

“high level” Keeping goals in mind that 
currently can not be enacted: 
Intension Memory (IM)
delayed action

Extensive memory of life 
experiences (“self”): 
Extension Memory (EM)
        context sensitive, harmonious

“elementary” Conscious processing of details: 
(for context-independent 
recognition of dangerous objects):
Object Recognition (OR)
context independent, critical 

Unconscious processing for guiding 
behaviour: Grasping, Walking, etc.
cp. blindsight 
Intuitive Behaviour Control (IBC)
immediate action 

antagonistic 
relationships



PSI: Affect and cognitive systems

sequential processing, conscious parallel processing, unconscious

“high level” Keeping goals in mind that 
currently can not be enacted: 
Intension Memory (IM)

Extensive memory of life 
experiences (“self”): 
Extension Memory (EM)

“elementary” Conscious processing of details: 
Object Recognition (OR) 

Guiding immediate behaviour:
Intuitive Behaviour Control (IBC) 

● Modulated by affect: 
● strong negative affect: EM->OR 
● strong positive affect: IM->BAS

antagonistic 
relationships



PSI: a wide ranging theory



Making Sense of Spiritual Intelligence



Spiritual Intelligence

● Kuhl, J. (2015). Spirituelle Intelligenz : Glaube zwischen Ich und Selbst. Freiburg, 
Basel, Wien: Herder.

● Spiritual intelligence is the cooperation of all systems in the 
psyche [“Zusammenwirkung aller psychischen Systeme”]

● Constitutive are systemic intelligence, respect for the 
complexity of being [Komplexität des Seins] and  
existential ur-trust [existentielles Urvertrauen].  

● Best achieved through the Self (Extension Memory).



Spiritual Intelligence

● Recognizing it
– “A key distinction between low-level and high-level intuition is 

whether the input elements of processing are separable. In 
low-level intuition [...] sub-symbolic network representation” 

● Kuhl, J.; Quirin, M. & Koole, S. (2015). Being someone: A 
neuropsychological model of the integrative self. Social and 
Personality Psychology Compass, 9, 115-132. 

● Developing it
– personal relationships
– personal loving (Christian) god 



Quibbles

● (more below) 
● What exactly is meant by “spiritual”?



Making Sense of Spiritual Intelligence



Who is afraid of the B-word?



Who is afraid of the B-word?

● Julius Kuhl seems to be: 
– “A particularly painful episode [...] deny the 

existence of all mental constructs, including 
people’s inner thoughts and feelings (a movement 
known as behaviorism).”  [emphasis added]

● Kuhl, Quirin, Koole (2015). Being someone: A neuropsychological 
model of the integrative self. 



Behaviourism(s)

● Respondent learning (Classical conditioning:  
Pavlov, 1849-1936, 
Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine 1904)

● Methodological behaviourism (Watson, 1878-
1958) 

● Operant learning (Skinner, 1904-1990), 
“radical behaviourism”



Behaviourisms

● The distinction between public and private 
– methodological behaviorism lops off the latter term

● is by no means the same as that between 
physical and mental. 
– radical behaviorism lops off the latter term in this

● my toothache is just as physical as my 
typewriter, though not public

● B.F.Skinner



Self and Behaviourism

Hayes, S. C. (1984). Making sense of spirituality. Behaviorism, 12, 99-110

● Self-knowledge: 
– difference between behaving and reporting that one 

is behaving [Skinner]
– also critical to the verbal community that this 

behavior occurs from a given and consistent 
perspective, locus, or point of view. [Hayes]

● -> Self-as-perspective 
(a.k.a. observer-self, self-as-context)



Spirituality

● Spirit is defined as an "immaterial" being; and matter is 
the stuff of things. Spirit is thus a being non-
experienceable as a thing. [Hayes]

● e.g., “Spiritual” in https://www.merriam-webster.com/thesaurus
– not composed of matter 

● Synonyms: bodiless, ethereal, formless, immaterial, incorporeal, 
insubstantial, nonmaterial, nonphysical, unbodied, unsubstantial

– of, relating to, or used in the practice or worship services of a 
religion (e.g., spiritual songs)

● Synonyms: devotional, religious, sacred



Spirituality

● Spirit is thus a being non-experienceable as a thing 
● ->  You-as-perspective seems to fit this definition 

rather well. 
● all things must be finite-they must have edges or limits [...] For 

the person experiencing it, you-as-perspective has no stable 
edges or limits- it is not fully experienceable as a thing.

– As soon as perspective is viewed as content from what perspective is it 
viewed?

– No matter where you are, your eyes are there.” 
– [Hayes]



Spirituality

● Note that you-as-perspective is perfectly 
accepting of all content. Pain and pleasure is 
equally welcome. The fact that we don't like pain 
(and so on) is just more content that is also 
equally welcome.

● When people speak of "God as love" they usually 
are referring to a quality of a metaphysical God of 
absolute acceptance. In a sense, God is seen as 
the context of all contexts.



ACT Hexaflex
● psychological 

flexibility 
– the ability to 

contact the present 
moment more fully 
as a conscious 
human being, and 
to change or 
persist in behavior 
when doing so 
serves valued ends

● = intelligent behaviour 
= intelligence (!?) Spirituality, Integrative Perspective



Making Sense of Spiritual Intelligence: 

Comparison and discussion



Comparison
Kuhl Hayes

“Spiritual”
extension memory (“self”) letting 
personality systems cooperate; 
context-sensitivity

immaterial beings:  
self-as-perspective

Intelligence psychological flexibility

Emotions moderate access to EM can lead to experiential 
avoidance, hence Ψ inflexibility

Language ability to verbalize inputs is a sign 
of high-level processing

1) central to development of self 
2) rules can mislead -> defusion

Development relationships with persons or 
personal god

ACT to strengthen the six core 
processes

Activation reduce negative emotions ACT to activate the six core 
processes

Recognition separable inputs. what else? valued outcomes ? gut feeling?



Discussion

● mostly omitted due to lack of time



Discussion
● What I miss in both approaches: there is more 

to the world than my/our perspective/self. 

the constructivist’s dilemmacontext can mislead



Discussion: Where is Humility?
● Self and language as

measures of all things? or: 
● Awe and humility 

towards reality?

“and crawling on the planet’s face
some insects called the human race
lost in time, lost in space”
[Rocky Horror Picture Show] 

“all we are is dust in the wind” 
[Kansas]   
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Thank you very much for your 
attention, interest (σκέψις), goodwill (mettā)

Josef Mattes     http://www.mat.univie.ac.at/~mattes     http://www.feldenkrais-lernen.at/ 
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